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Abstract
Clinical preceptorship training is a unique component in medical doctors, physician
assistant, and nurse practitioner’s academic curriculum. Preceptors are licensed clinicians, mentor
student(s) during their regular hours of employment without additional compensation. California
is currently experiencing a primary care shortage crisis, and with the push to train more health care
professionals to meet these shortages, there has been an increase in schools, but not enough
preceptors to train new students. This shortage in preceptors is widespread throughout the United
States, with many programs having difficulty securing a preceptor site to educate students
(Association of American Medical Colleges, 2018).
The culminating project is to provide a solution to the health care crisis by proposing a new
bill to California legislation to incentivize preceptors to mentor students through a tax credit. This
project describes the steps and methodology in bill proposal in California.
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Amending California Law to Incentivize Preceptors
Introduction
The use of primary care providers (PCP) is associated with higher patient satisfaction,
lower costs, reduced emergency department visit, hospitalizations and lower mortality rates
(Coffman, Geyn, & Himmerick, 2017). California’s (CA) supply of primary care physicians has
been in high demand and will continue to grow. With only 31% of physicians with Doctor of
Medicine (MD) degrees, more substantial percentages of Osteopathic Doctors (DOs), Nurse
Practitioners (NPs) and Physician Assistants (PAs) provide primary care service; however, their
numbers are smaller in comparison to MDs that it would still not meet the demands of PCP that
CA needs. According to Spetz, Coffman, & Geyn (2017), primary care clinicians include
medical doctors (MDs), nurse practitioners (NPs), and physician assistants (PAs). By 2030,
California is projected to have 34,000 to 46,000 full-time equivalent (FTEs) and half of those
will be NPs and PAs. As our population grows older and sicker, Californians are projected to
demand 12%-17 % more primary care clinicians by 2030 (Spetz et al., 2017) while other
predictions state that California will need an additional 10,500 PCP to effectively treat its
population (California Healthcare Foundation, 2019).
The benchmark for enough PCP was established to be between 60-80 doctors per 100,000
people, according to University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) study, only two of nine of
CA’s regions met the national benchmark. With many of the regions falling below the 60-doctor
per 100,000 persons benchmark (Spetz et al., 2017). Additionally, fewer than 50 doctors per
100,000 people are in three rural areas and the Inland Empire region (California Healthcare
Foundation, 2019).
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The availability of enough numbers of clinical preceptors is a unique and essential
component shared by primary care clinicians. Preceptors are experienced clinicians, who
volunteer to teach, supervise, and mentor student(s) during their regular hours of employment.
With the push to train more health care professionals to meet the PCP shortages, there has been
an increase in schools, but not enough preceptors to teach them. This shortage in preceptors is
widespread throughout the United States, with many programs having difficulty securing a
preceptor site to train students (Association of American Medical Colleges, 2018).
The purpose of this bill proposal is to develop and maintain a robust primary healthcare
workforce to meet California’s healthcare needs by narrowing the gap that delays or prevents the
training of qualified health care professionals from completing their required clinical hours and
entering the workforce.
Background and Significance
According to a Joint Report of the 2013 Multi-Discipline Clerkship/Clinical Training Site
Survey conducted by American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN), American
Association of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine (AACOM), American Medical Colleges
(AAMC), & Physician Assistant Education Association (PAEA) (2014) shows that across the
four different disciplines (MD, DO, PA, NP) the vast majority responded that they were either
“very concerned” or “moderately concerned” regarding adequate clinical opportunities for
students with the exception of DO schools, who were concerned about the supply of primary care
preceptors over specialty care. Seventy of respondents also reported that they were having
difficulty developing new sites compared to 2 years previously; while preserving, existing sites
were more difficult for PA and NP programs (Joint Report: AACN, AACOM, AAMC & PAEA,
2014). Each discipline reported difficulty finding clinical sites in different core specialties,
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including OB/GYN (women’s health), psychiatry, and pediatrics. Thirty-four to sixty percent of
MD, NP, and PA students had difficulty finding family medicine sites (Joint Report: AACN,
AACOM, AAMC & PAEA, 2014). Thus, incentivizing healthcare professionals to train students
is a critical component in addressing the PCP shortage in California.
Urgency
NPs and PAs have been looked at as a potential solution to the PCP shortage, with their
numbers growing more rapidly; however, one-third of NPs are projected to retire within the next
10 years. The American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) reports that due to limited
preceptor and clinical shortages, thousands of NPs were denied admission nation-wide (Hood,
2019). A 2013 Clerkship Survey found that a significant amount of NP programs was not able to
sustain their programs due to clinical site scarcity.
Hood (2019), denotes that there are numerous reasons why licensed clinicians are
reluctant to mentor students, barriers identified were:
1.

Not enough incentives to balance the challenges in educating NP students

2.

Barriers in decreased productivity and time needed to educate students

3.

Preceptor fatigue to meet the demands of the patient, student and employer

4.

Orientation and computerized electronic medical records training

5.

Limited funding available for graduate nursing education in comparison to
graduate medical education

6.

Limited financial incentives for preceptors
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Problem (PICO) Statement.
How can legislation motivate healthcare providers to precept students in California?
Project Objectives
The purpose of this culminating project is to document the stepwise process in creating a
legislative proposal. The purpose of the legislation proposed is to provide a solution to the
health care crisis by submitting a new bill to California legislation to incentivize preceptors to
mentor students through a tax credit. The legislative bill proposal’s purpose statement is to
establish a state income tax credit for medical doctors, osteopathic doctors, advanced practice
nurses, and physician assistants who precept -- educate, train, and mentor nurse practitioner
students seeking to fulfill their required clinical hours to become health care professionals.
Theoretical Framework
Kurt Lewin’s Change Model consists of three criteria: Unfreeze, Change, and Freeze (See
Appendix C). “Unfreeze” is the process that makes it possible for people to gain new
perspectives to their day-to-day activities, allowing them to welcome new perspectives to reach
specific outcomes. Once this occurs, it is necessary to re-evaluate current processes for change
(Morrison, 2014). In terms of California’s ongoing healthcare crisis and schools across the
disciplines having difficulty in finding clinical sites; the issue must be addressed now.
Legislators in other states such as Colorado, Maryland, Hawaii, and Georgia have recognized the
need for change and has pushed forward tax laws to implement changes within their respective
areas.
During the “change” stage, of Lewin’s theory, this is the process where change occurs in
thought or within the status quo may create chaos amongst stakeholders. Additionally, there may
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be people who may oppose or support the legislative bill due to certain verbiages; thus, the
proposed legislation may require multiple revisions or amendments prior to becoming a law, if
accepted (Morrison, 2014). In the examples of the preceptor tax credit, convincing preceptors to
take in students may also be a cultural shift for both the experienced clinicians, as well as the
organization that the clinician is currently employed.
During the last stage of Lewin’s theory, also known as the “freeze or re-freeze”, once the
change has been implemented into full effect, California legislators must decide how the
preceptor tax credit would affect governing agencies, California’s population as a whole, and the
fiscal budget impacts to maintain the sustainability of this program (Morrison, 2014).
Literature Review
A literature review was conducted to determine which laws are currently active in regards
to tax credits that are active in the United States, the verbiage “preceptor tax credit bill” on
Medline, PubMed, CINAHL did not yield any results specifically states who had tax laws
already proposed and approved for preceptors. A Google search was conducted to see which
States were currently addressing the health care shortage by tax law using the same verbiage
“preceptor tax credit bill,” this yielded 42 internet sources regarding various preceptor tax
credits in varying states (See Appendix A). Duplicate results were removed from the findings,
which resulted in 34 website sources. Each source was evaluated for credibility and reliability
by evaluating the following method:
1) Author: whether the author was a subject matter expert who works in the healthcare
field. This is determined by the author’s credentials, whether they had other
publications. Additionally, contact information and whether the author is part of an
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organization, governmental agency, publication, or reliable news company (one that
typically does not present tabloids or celebrity news) (Watanabe-Crockett, 2017).
2) Date of the reference: whether the article was pertinent to this timeframe.
3) Type of website: whether the website was scholarly, usually denoted by .edu,
governmental (.gov), part of an organization (for example: American Nurses
Association (ANA)’s web-page) (Watanabe-Crockett, 2017).
4) Writing style and grammar: websites that are peer-reviewed or through an
organization are usually corrected for grammar and punctuation. Thus, one that
appears to have multiple syntax errors or grammatical mistakes are unlikely to be
credible or reliable sites.
5) Professionalism of the website: whether the site appeared to have advertisements
attached to the webpage, which usually is associated with third-party websites and not
from a credible source (Watanabe-Crockett, 2017).
6) Context of the website: whether this website was through social media, such as
facebook, twitter, Instagram. Usually, this is considered less reliable as it is difficult
to confirm the account belongs to an official organization.
7) Accuracy: whether the references used are reliable, if the information presented could
be traced to its primary source, or if the information could be confirmed (WatanabeCrockett, 2017).
The information was then reviewed. Once a State was identified as one that may have
had a tax credit proposed through the literature review, the bill number was then entered into the
State’s legislative website for confirmation. Maryland, Colorado, Georgia were identified as the
first three states to offer a $1,000 tax credit to clinicians who serve as mentors for students,
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emphasizing mainly in the medically underserved areas (Laff, 2016). Hawaii later passed a
legislative bill in 2018. Kentucky and South Carolina attempted to follow suit in 2016, but the
legislative proposals did not pass. A new proposal was proposed by Senate Alvarado which
allows for licensed clinicians who serve as preceptors be qualified for a tax credit for the 2018
Legislation called SB 52 RS Chapter 141 (Kentucky An Act Relating to the Voluntary Preceptor
Tax Credit, 2018).
The following states are currently enacting legislation that specifically addresses the lack
of clinical preceptors and primary care shortage:
Georgia Income Tax Credit
Georgia was the first state to introduce a preceptor tax incentive program in 2014 which
came as a result of an influx of out-of-state medical students who did not remain in the state
post-graduation to practice. Additionally, Georgia’s five medical schools had an increase of
66% enrollment rate, and preceptors who were not compensated (Laff, 2016). The SP 391
known as the Georgia Preceptor Tax Incentive Program included tax deduction letters for
preceptors. In 2017-2018, Georgia introduced the HB 301 which deleted the tax deduction to
create a tax credit for eligible preceptors. They also expanded the bill to include nurse
practitioners and physician assistants as preceptors (Georgia Legislative Session, 2018). HB
301 allowed preceptors to qualify for the tax credit if they performed an aggregate total of 160
hours of mentoring students. This included $375.00 for the first, second, or third preceptorship
rotation and $750.00 for the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, or tenth preceptorship
rotation completed in one calendar year by a community-based faculty preceptor (Georgia
Legislative Session, 2018). The tax credit caps out at ten preceptorships for the current tax year,
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and the total amount of tax credit shall not exceed income tax liability (Georgia Legislative
Session, 2018).
Georgia’s Preceptor Tax Credit Impacts. After the tax deduction was introduced in
2014, Georgia had a total of 493 registered preceptors, over 250 were qualified to receive the
deduction, which accounted for $665,000 in deductions for the six months of 2014 (Georgia
Statewide AHEC Network, 2019). Seventy percent of the deductions were awarded for hours
provided for MD/DO students, 12% for NP students and 18% PA students (Georgia Statewide
AHEC Network, 2019). In comparison 2017, where HB 301 expanded the preceptor eligibility
requirements, there were 932 registered preceptors, 348 were qualified, and $2,231,000 were
awarded in 2017 (Georgia Statewide AHEC Network, 2019). Seventy-two percent were
awarded to MD/DO students, 9% for NP students, and 21% for PA students (Georgia Statewide
AHEC Network, 2019).
Maryland Preceptor Tax Credit
In the 2016 Legislation, the Maryland Area Health Education Center (MAHEC) along
with Senator Addie Eckardt sponsored the preceptor tax bill Senate Bill 411 and House Bill 1474
(Chapters 385 and 386, respectively) for licensed clinicians who served as preceptors in
healthcare workforce shortage areas (University of Maryland School of Medicine,
2016). Healthcare shortage areas were defined as areas that were identified as medically
underserved area or population, federally or state-designated rural area, state-defined shortage
area, health professional shortage area (HPSA) (Maryland Department of Health, 2017).
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The bill was supported by the Maryland Rural Health Association and the Maryland
Hospital Association. It went through the Budget and Taxation voting record 13/13 in favor of
the bill (Maryland Legislation SB 411/HB1474, 2016). The program implemented through the
Maryland Department of health, which allowed eligible providers to include licensed physicians
and nurse practitioners to be eligible for $1,000 for each student precepted (Maryland Legislation
SB 411/HB1474, 2016). The hours required for medical students ranged between 160-480 hours
for medical students, while nurse practitioner students ranged between 100-300 hours. The total
tax credit amount for individual preceptor not to exceed $10,000 per year (Maryland Legislation
SB 411/HB1474, 2016).
Fiscal impacts were separated into two different certificates, one for physicians and one
for nurse practitioners, in which the Physician Preceptorship Program limits the income tax
credit certificates to $100,000 per taxable year, if the certificates issued totals less than $100,000
during a taxable year, the excess amount may be issued in the next taxable year (Maryland
Legislation SB 411/HB1474, 2016).

Meanwhile, the Nurse Practitioner program limits the

income tax credit certificates to $100,000 per taxable year; if the certificates issued totals less
than $100,000 during a taxable year, the excess amount may be issued in the next taxable year
(Maryland Legislation SB 411/HB1474, 2016).
Actual Impacts of Maryland’s Preceptor Tax Bill. According to the 2017-2018
Annual Report Highlights from the MAHEC, Maryland was able to facilitate 165 different
student rotations which led to improved willingness and readiness of health professional students
to serve in rural, primary care and underserved communities (Maryland Area Health Education
Center [MAHEC], 2019). These training sites included 41 primary care settings, 47 medically
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underserved and 35 rural area communities (MAHEC, 2019). Additionally, they were able to
train 127 new community health workers (CHW) and 23 CHW for continuing education
(MAHEC, 2019).
Related Maryland Initiates to Address Healthcare Shortage. Maryland was able to
improve physician accessibility and capacity in 2016 by expanding their services in mental
health, pediatric care in school settings, they also opened adult outpatient mental health clinics
and provided income tax credits to providers who accepted Medicaid and uninsured patients, as
well as the preceptor tax bill (Mercier, 2018). Using CHWs, Maryland was able to advocate for
health care needs during primary care visits, increase PCP follow-up by 7% through the
utilization of telehealth, increase Mobile Crisis Team’s median response time to 19 minutes,
exceeding goal of less than 60 minutes, divert 887 behavioral health dispatches from
incarceration or hospitalization (Mercier, 2018).
Colorado Preceptor Tax Credit.
During the 2016 legislative session, Colorado Academy of Family Physicians (CAFP)
championed The Rural and Frontier Healthcare Preceptor Credit (HB-1142) which was designed
to offer preceptors serving rural and frontier communities a $1,000 tax credit to train more
students (Colorado General Assembly, 2016). The goal was to address two critical problems that
Colorado was currently facing: access to healthcare for those of low socioeconomic backgrounds
and address the shortage of preceptors and retention of providers in rural and frontier shortage
areas. The Rural and Frontier Healthcare Preceptor Credit also hoped to close the coverage gaps
that existed in Colorado by providing training for students in rural and shortage areas, hoping it
would motivate them to work in those areas post-graduation (Espeseth, 2017). The impact of
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clinical sites and preceptors plays a crucial role in addressing both the healthcare shortage in
critical care shortage areas, as well as the growth of new PCP (Colorado General Assembly,
2016).
The Rural & Frontier Healthcare Preceptor Credit (Preceptor Credit) HB16-1142 went
into effect from 2017-2019 and was limited to 200 qualifying taxpayers annually (Colorado
General Assembly, 2016). Preceptors must practice in either rural areas (with a population less
than 25,000), or a frontier area (where the population density is fewer than six people per square
mile) for at least four weeks during the current income tax year (Colorado General Assembly,
2016).
The Rural & Frontier Healthcare Preceptor Credit (Preceptor Credit) HB16-1142 was
passed with a unanimous vote of 10/10. Organizations in support of the bill consist of the
Colorado Rural Health Center, The Colorado Hospital Association, and the Rural Affairs and
Agriculture (Colorado Assembly, 2016). Oppositions were not identified in this literature
search.
Additionally, after the Rural and Frontier Healthcare Preceptor Credit (HB-1142) ended
in 2019, Colorado’s House Bill 19-1088 was passed to revise specific verbiage to help widen
the qualifications of the tax credit, extending the tax credit until 2022 (Colorado Assembly,
2019).
Actual Impact Colorado Preceptor Tax Credit. According to the Colorado Office of
State Auditor’s report in January of 2019, the impact of the Rural and Frontier Healthcare
Preceptor Credit (HB-1142) was inconclusive, but they felt the preceptor credit was meeting its
purpose as preceptors were applying for the certification in 2017. Out of the 200-annual cap of
preceptors, 87 preceptors claimed the tax credit in 2017 (44% of the tax credit was claimed).
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Out of the 87 preceptors that claimed the tax credit, 76% of these practice in rural areas, while
21% practiced in frontier areas (Colorado Office of State Auditor, 2019). The Department of
Revenue did not deny any credits to preceptors who submitted certification applications, and
thus, some ineligible preceptors also received the tax credit (Colorado Office of State Auditor,
2019).
The Colorado Office of State Auditor felt sent a survey to the 87 preceptors; they had a
response from 31 preceptors. Out of the 31 respondents, 25 licensed clinicians verbalized that
they had precepted before the tax credit was enacted. However, further review of both survey
data and taxpayer data showed that there was a mix of new and existing preceptors who were
approved for the tax credit in 2017 (Colorado Office of the State Auditor, 2019). Furthermore,
Colorado University School of Medicine linked the increases in MDs and PAs in their rural
health program were attributed to the rural health preceptorship tax credit, accounting for 16 new
MDs and seven PA graduates practicing in rural parts of Colorado (Colorado Office of the State
Auditor, 2019).
Limitations of Colorado’s Preceptor Tax Bill. The impact of the Rural and Frontier
Healthcare Preceptor Credit (HB-1142) was inconclusive according to the Colorado Office of
State Auditor (2019) evaluation report, as the tax year of 2017 was the first year that the credit
was available. The Colorado Office State Senator Auditor (2019) found that some stakeholder
organizations were unclear of the original statue on eligibility requirements. As a result,
organizations delayed the promotion of the House Bill to their constituents, which may have led
to the preceptor’s tax credit being underutilized in 2017. Additionally, the bill’s original
verbiage was not clear as to whether preceptors were eligible for clinical rotations that were less
than the 4-weeks if they had precepted multiple students; thus, many preceptors thought they
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were not qualified. The House Bill 19-1088, which helped to extend the original preceptor’s tax
credit bill until 2022 had updated verbiage to help increase the eligibility of preceptors (Colorado
Assembly, 2019).
Similar Colardian Programs. Other programs in Colorado that served a similar
purpose in Colorado included: the Colorado Health Service Corps Health Professional Loan
Repayment Program was designed for a similar purpose, to retain health professionals in rural
and shortage areas by providing them with a loan repayment program award (Colorado Rural
Health, 2019). Certain health care providers, such as: dentists, pharmacists, license
psychologists, nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and physicians are eligible for loan
repayment based upon long-term clinician retention attributes in health professional shortage
areas (many of which are rural). Awards ranges (typically 3 years): $20,000 to $90,000 for fulltime service $10,000 to $45,000 for part-time service (Colorado Rural Health, 2019). This
resource is usually exhausted by health care professionals as annually; the program receives
more applications than it can fund (Colorado Office of the State Auditor, 2019).
Hawaii Healthcare Preceptor Tax Credit
Hawaii’s SB 2298 and HB 1967 which passed in the 2018 legislation establishes a tax credit
for primary care healthcare professionals who engage in preceptor activities for in-state primary
care healthcare students for a tax credit allocation of $1,000 per supervised clinical rotation.
They defined primary care healthcare students as students enrolled in in-state, accredited
academic programs of medicine, osteopathy and advanced practice nursing and pharmacists and
proposed a $2 million annual cap for these tax credits. The fiscal impacts were uncalculated to
general revenues.
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States Proposing Similar Bills
New York Senate Bill S4611B (2017-2018 Legislative Session) bill which seeks to create
a personal income tax for preceptors who provide instructions to students. South Carolina S.314
Introduced to Senate January 8, 2019, and introduced to House on February 14, 2019, to create
an individual tax credit for each clinical rotation provided by a preceptor (MD, DO, NP or PA)
during the tax years 2020-2025, capping at four rotations per preceptor. Kentucky introduced KY
HB 199 on 01/16/2018 to House intending to establish an individual tax credit for licensed
physicians who administer at least three core clinical rotations for medical students. Minnesota
SF 290 Introduced 01/22/2019 which seeks to create a temporary refundable preceptor credit.
Project Design and Implementation
Generating the PICO Question and Formulating a Legislative Proposal
The Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice (JHNEBP) Tool (See Appendix D),
was utilized to help formulate the Patient, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome (PICO) question
concerning the primary healthcare crisis and lack of preceptorship to train and mentor students.
Once the problem was identified, a review of literature allowed for the examination of the issue
in other states, and to evaluate an effective solution to the problem. The literature review
consisted of researching which bills had already been passed in the United States using Google
search. After rendering through the results, it was identified that four states had already passed
the bill. The California State Website has specifications on what they want in their legislative
proposal. Using the State’s Legislative Proposal website, the following components were
included (See Appendix E),
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1) Sponsor: Name, Organization, Address, Phone Number
2) Purpose of the Bill (Problem/Issue requiring solution and/or problem or
deficiency in current law)
3) Recommended Solution
4) Studies, Reports, Statistics & Facts
5) Fiscal Impact
6) Examples of other states that have addressed or resolved the problem successfully
7) Urgency
8) Potential support and opposition
9) Department of Finance
10) Affected State Agencies
11) Interest Groups/Organizations
12) Prior or similar legislation (bill number, author, year and final disposition).
How to Read a Bill
Once a bill was identified through the specific State’s legislative website, the preceptor
tax law was reviewed an analyzed in a systematic manner using the Research Division of the
Texas Legislative Council’s Manual (2016). Understanding how a bill is organized helps to
dissect critical components of the law for readability. Laws can be separated into sections and
articles, which are usually found in all capital letters. The first line of the law at the top of every
page consists of the heading or the “byline” which indicates where the bill was introduced, the
bill number and author’s name (Texas Legislative Council, 2016). Bills can also include
definitions, which help define the terms used in the statute, as well as provisions (both principal
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operative or enforcement operative), which discusses how the provisions relating to the
governmental units that enforce the law and how punishment or penalty will affect. The
approach used to analyze the bill consisted of checking for the following:
1) Byline to determine the bill number, name, and who introduced the bill
2) New language or amendments, dictated by underline, fonts that are “struck” out, or
bracketed language. For session laws, new language is usually italicized. The more
underline, italicized language, the more complex the bill generally is (Texas
Legislative Council, 2016).
3) Definitions which helps to determine the scope of the bill (Texas Legislative Council,
2016)
4) Agencies or organizations involved, if the bill is directed towards a certain group of
individuals or professions (i.e. MDs/DOs/NPs/PAs) (Texas Legislative Council,
2016).
5) Scanning for recital: whether the bill has been added or amended in sections, articles,
chapters or subchapters (Texas Legislative Council, 2016).
6) The path of the bill, which departments the law went to (Business and Professions,
Appropriation, etc.) (Texas Legislative Council, 2016).
Scheduling Meeting with Legislators
Prior to the start of this project, contact with Jim Frazier, Assembly member from
California State Assembly, District 11 was conducted by Touro University. Per Jim Frazier, if
there was a well-written proposal, he may be inclined to sponsor the bill (J. Frazier, personal
communication, February 1, 2019). To gain further buy-in from legislation, we also wanted to
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contact other representatives of Touro University’s area. To identify which legislators, represent
Solano County, the website: http://findyourrep.legislature.ca.gov/ was utilized, and Touro
University’s address (1310 Club Drive, Vallejo, California) was entered into the database. The
result showed that State Assembly District 14 Timothy S. Grayson (Democrat) and State Senate
District 3 Senator Bill-Dodd (Democrat) are the two representatives for this area. The website
also provided links of each of the representatives, which allowed for more research of each of the
representative’s advocacies, legislations passed, contact information and how to request a
meeting. A meeting was requested, and information provided included name and address, issues
to discuss, the date and meeting location. Appointments were made with Senator Bill Dodd’s
District Director Tom Bartee on April 25th, 2019 at 2:00 p.m. in Vallejo, and Tim Grayson’s
Legislative Assistant Dana Shaker on April 29th, 2019 at 2:00 p.m. at the State Capitol, at the
same date as the American Nurses’ Association (ANA)’s “RN At The Capitol” Lobby Day.
Registration for the ANA’s “RN At The Capitol” was also done to gain an in-depth
understanding of how nursing organizations deal with healthcare advocacies.
Meeting with the Legislators/Lobbying
The legislative proposal was prepared before the meeting as a “leave behind” document
in preparation for the meeting with the legislative members on April 25th and 29th of 2019. It
included the new legislative proposal for California’s preceptor tax credit and current bills
passed by Georgia, Maryland, Colorado, and Hawaii as part of the appendix (See Appendix G).
The meeting with Tom Bartee District Director to Senator Bill Dodd on April 25th went well, as
he stated that Senator Bill Dodd has been looking for a solution to the primary health care
shortage (T. Bartee, personal communication, April 25, 2019).
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On April 29th, 2019, Touro University representatives Dr. Jacqueline Clavo Assistant
Director, Dr. Ann Stolz Director and myself attended the ANA’s “RN at the Capitol”. The
meeting with Dana Shaker, Legislative Assistant Office of Assembly member Tim Grayson at
2:00 p.m. totaled approximately ten minutes. The issue was presented regarding California’s
healthcare crisis, with an additional need for PCP and its implications for students who have
difficulty obtaining clinical sites, thus delaying their ability to enter the workforce and adding to
the shortage. Dana Shaker states that Tim Grayson has been researching ideas on how to address
the healthcare shortage; therefore, he may be interested in the proposal. However, since the
deadline for the new proposal has passed for the 2019 Legislative Session, she welcomed us to
re-introduce these ideas at the end of the year (D. Shaker, personal communication, April 29,
2019).
During the scheduled “RN at the Capitol” meeting with Leslie Spahnn, Legislative
Director for California State Senator Bill Dodd later that afternoon, we verbalized our support
for full practice authority of Nurse Practitioners, as this was the advocacy that the ANA was
focusing on for this session. Additionally, we also mentioned that our preceptor tax credit
proposal would also help to address the primary care shortage from an upstream perspective, by
investing in student education and allowing them to get the clinical training they need to enter
the workforce. Mr. Spahnn again reiterated that Senator Bill Dodd has been looking forward to
solutions for the primary health care shortage, and thus, may be very interested in this proposal.
He verbalized that we should re-propose this initiative in the Fall, as the timeline for bill
introduction had already passed (L. Spahnn, personal communication, April 29, 2019).
Follow-Up with Legislators
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As recommended by the presentation and tips from ANA RN’s at the Capitol (See
Appendix H), a follow-up e-mail was sent to Dana Shaker and Leslie Spahnn summarizing the
conversation that took place during the legislative meeting. The e-mail included contact
information, specific and brief summary regarding the conversation that took place and a brief
discussion regarding the conversation that took place and a promise for an updated Legislative
Proposal in the Fall (See Appendix G).
Contacting Organizations
An attempt was completed to contact Nurse Practitioner and other stakeholders to see if
there was an interest. The ANA, California Nurses Association (CNA) California Nurse
Practitioners (CANP) were contacted either via e-mail and/or telephone. Phone responses with
their clerks stated that currently, the ANA, CNA, and CANP were working hard on their
advocacies, which included obtaining full practice authority for Nurse Practitioners (personal
communication, June 2019). Other potential stakeholders identified were: American College of
Nurse-Midwives, American Association of Nurse Anesthetists, California Association of Nurse
Anesthetists, California Nurse-Midwives Association, California Academy of PA, American
Academy of PA, California Medical Association, California Primary Care Association,
California Area Health Education Center Programs, California Federally Qualified Health
Centers, Health Resource and Service Administration and Physician Assistant Education
Association.
A discussion with Philip Bautista RN BSN, former President and now current Vice
President of the ANA as a subject matter expert was conducted. Philip Bautista verbalized that
usually, organizations would show support or opposition of the bill once it has been authored,
drafted and has a bill number – as bills usually change, organizations are generally reluctant to
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show opposition or support before seeing the actual bill is authored (P. Bautista, personal
communication, July 11, 2019).
Project Timeline/Institutional Review Board (IRB)
The project was started on February 19, 2019 until August 2019 (See Appendix C) for
Gantt chart which breaks down the process into different components. Additionally, since the
culminating project does not deal with human subjects or biological specimens, an IRB waiver
was written and approved by the IRB committee at Touro University (See Appendix F).
Understanding The Life Cycle of a Bill.
To understand the process of lobbying and to perform a bill proposal, it is essential to
understand the process of a bill and its life cycle. All legislation is rooted in an idea that came
from an individual or organization. Ideas can come from anyone, including civilians, hospital
workers, or government officials. Once a plan is generated, the individual or organization begins
the process of introducing the bill to legislation by persuading an Assembly Member or Senator
to author the bill. In the process of lobbying and meeting with the representatives, the goal is to
gain buy-in from legislators and to have them sponsor the bill. It is essential to know that
Assembly members and Senators are limited to introducing forty measures per two-year session
in California (California State Capitol Museum, 2019).
Additionally, the life cycle of a bill can be a long and arduous process, requiring many steps.
The first step of the law is to generate an idea and have the bill authored by a government
official. Once the bill is authored, it moves to the “first reading” where the general headers of
the bill (title, name of author and bill number) is read by the clerk so that it could go to the Office
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of Publishing where it could be reviewed by the public for 30 calendar days (before it could be
acted upon). The bill then moves to the Senate or Assembly Rules Committee where it is
assigned to for its first hearing in the appropriate committees based upon its subject matter.
During the first hearing, the author presents the bill – where individuals can oppose or support
the bill. Using a majority vote, the committee will then decide whether the bill should be
amended, defeated, or passed. For bills that deal with money, it must be heard in the Fiscal
Committee, Senate, and Assembly Appropriations.
If a bill is passed by the committees, it will go to a “second reading” and then placed in the
Daily file for a “third reading”. If amendments are made, the bill would be re-printed using a
strikeout rule for items that are omitted and italics for items that are added to the bill. If a bill
does not have any amendments, it will move to the Engrossing and Enrolling office where it
would be printed and compared to the original bill, in which then it would be returned to the
Assembly or Senate for the “third reading” where it would be re-discussed by the third author,
discussed by the members and voted upon.
Depending on the type of Bill, whether it requires financial funding or not, the difference of
the votes in the Senate and Assembly would differ (with a requirement of 27 votes in the Senate;
54 in the Assembly or 21 votes in the Senate and 41 votes in the Assembly for bills that does not
deal with money) (California State Capitol Museum, 2019). If the bill passes, it would then go to
the Governor where he/she can sign the bill into law, allow the bill to become law without a
signature, or veto the bill. If approved, the bill would go to the Secretary of the State where it
becomes the official record and law of the state; it is stamped with Great Seal of the State of
California, signifying that is now a law (Capital State Capitol Museum, 2019).
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Results
Discussion
The literature review, legislative proposal and meeting with the legislators was a positive
experience. The project met the original intent, which is to document the process of preparing
for a bill proposal by formulating a question inquiry, gathering of the evidence and making a
proposal for legislative review.
The original PICO question also met its intent, which was: How can legislation motivate
healthcare providers to precept students in California? Based upon the literature review and
experience at the ANA’s “RN at the Capitol”, law play a crucial role in affect health care
provider’s scope of practice, how they practice and additionally, can provide financial incentives.
Significant impacts were seen in Colorado’s HB 1142, Preceptor’s Tax Credit where they
had 16 MDs and 7 PAs in rural areas, with 87 preceptors who claimed the tax credit in 2017
(Colorado Office of the State Auditor, 2019). While Maryland’s 2017-2018 Annual Report
Highlights showed an improvement of health professional students to serve in rural, primary care
and underserved communities, with 165 different student rotations and training sites in primary
care settings, medically underserved communities and rural area communities (MAHEC, 2019).
If California adopted a similar legislation, we might be able to alleviate some of the uneven
distribution of PCPs, especially in the critical shortage areas.
Benefits to California. Based on the literature review, the preceptor tax credit will likely
have a positive impact on the state budget by increasing the number of licensed nurse
practitioners and other primary care clinicians, improving access to care to more Californians in
rural areas. According to University of California San Francisco’s report on “Five Ways to Cure
California’s Health Care Crisis” (2017), if California is able to maintain the 3-7% annual growth
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in graduation from PA and NP programs, it would be able to keep up with the projected demand
for healthcare providers. Providing preceptorship for students in rural areas would likely allow
for on-time graduation rates, retain students within California and encourage students to work in
healthcare shortage areas (as studies have shown that students are likely to practice where they
are trained) (CA Future Workforce Commission, 2019; California Healthcare Foundation,
2019).
Recommendations and Lessons Learned
Although ideas for legislation may come from anyone, the formulation of thought in an
organized manner is essential when meeting with legislators. The meeting with the legislators
was a positive experience, as the legislative proposal and PICO question was prepared using the
State’s recommended template and the Johns Hopkins Evidence-Based Practice Tool (See
Appendix D). Having the skillsets to navigate the Legislator’s webpage is also extremely helpful
in this process. Scheduling meetings with the legislators has been made seamless through the
Legislative’s direct website; however, for individuals who do not have access to internet, a phone
call to the Legislative’s office to speak with the scheduler may also be done.
The best approach to conduct meetings with legislators is to arrange a meeting to be prescheduled; this timeframe can range from weeks to month. Presenting the information in a
systematic manner and limiting the presentation to be concise would allow legislators to ask
questions if needed (See Appendix H). Understanding that at times, that the Assembly member
or Senator may not be available, and thus the legislature’s staff members may represent the
government official at the meeting.
Additionally, the presenters and attendees should be well versed in the legislator’s
district, communities and assignments, voting records, numbers of terms served, and positions on
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the issue presented should be researched prior to the meeting as this would help elicit a
meaningful conversation (P. Bautista, personal communication, July 11, 2019). A packet was
left behind for the legislator with contact information, evidence, research related to the advocacy.
Unfortunately, due to the timeframe of the project, documentation of support from potential
organizations and stakeholders were not provided at the time of the meeting. This would have
given the proposal a much more powerful impact. Careful consideration of your attendees is also
crucial. The delegation of roles prior to the meeting will make the conversation become more
powerful and enriched. At the meeting, Dr. Ann Stolz and Dr. Jacqueline Clavo were able to
incorporate Touro University’s perspective as leaders of the school, while I was able to share my
experiences of finding clinical sites as a nurse practitioner student. Having the subject matter
experts and attendees who are of diverse backgrounds, skills, and especially constituents,
appeared to spark interest from the legislative representatives.
Finally, the timing was one of our barriers during this meeting with the legislators.
Since Touro University lobbied at the State Capitol in April, the February 2019 deadline for bill
introduction had already passed. Thus, Dana Shaker and Leslie Spahnn recommended that we
re-introduce our ideas in August or September, prior to the deadline for the 2020 Legislation (D.
Shaker, L. Spahnn, personal communication, April 29, 2019).
Limitations and Barriers Identified
The process of passing legislation can be extremely long and arduous. The initiation of
this project began in February 2019, when the deadline for bill introduction had already passed.
Additionally, the implementation process of the project must be completed within 3 weeks, this
included the literature review, the legislative proposal, and the meeting with the representatives,
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as well as attending “RN at the Capitol”– thus, this timeframe only allowed for the very
beginning stages of the legislative proposal. Additionally, it is difficult to get buy-in from many
stakeholders and organizations within this current time frame, especially if the person proposing
the change does not have any association or connection with the organization. An understanding
of an organization’s different advocacies by joining the specific organization, attending their
meetings, and being a part of their processes is one of the best ways to gain organizational buyin.
Implications for Practice and Career Development
The United States currently consists of over 4 million nurses. However, many nurses
have little to no involvement in healthcare policy and legislation. Brokaw (2016) summarizes
these reasons are due to lack of opportunities, awareness, inadequate training, lack of time, and
resources. As one of the largest health care profession in the world – Ostberg states that “If
nurses don’t stand up for issues that are important to us, those competing interests in healthcare
may be the only ones whose voices are heard” (Brokaw, 2016). The purpose of this culminating
project is to provide a written, stepwise, systematic documentation of how to perform a
legislative proposal to pave the way for nurses to become better informed and involved in
healthcare policy and the legal process.
Additionally, nurses can become involved in law and policy through simple measures
such as registering to vote (and voting), contacting their local and state elected officials
regarding healthcare issues they are passionate about (Browkaw, 2016). Professional
organizations such as the ANA also provides important toolsets and training on how to better
navigate the legislative process and identify policy decision-makers. Nurses could also be
involved at the state or federal level by joining professional organizations that have lobbyists to
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bring forth healthcare issues to the Capitol (Brokaw, 2016).
The American Association of Colleges of Nurses (AACN) also provides training for
political involvement in the masters’ (MSN) and doctorates’ (DNP) level practice known as the
MSN or DNP Essentials. The DNP Essentials specify that graduates’ curriculum prepares them
to design, implement, and influence health care policies from a safety, quality, and efficacy
standpoint. Moreover, the graduate is competent enough to analyze policy, engage in political
agendas, and well as assume leadership roles on behalf of the nursing profession (AACN, 2006).
Education, through either personal research, literature review, being involved in
organizations or through formal training such as the MSN and DNP programs can provide nurses
with the toolsets to confidently become involved in legislation. The nursing profession can
globally impact healthcare policies; nurses are diverse, educated and can bring ingenuity, energy
and new ideas to the legislation regarding the nursing profession. However, nurses should
encourage each other to become involved in political activism and support each other to become
involved in opportunities that influence local, state and federal policy (Brokaw, 2016). Only
then, will nurses’ voice be heard by legislators.
Author’s Final Thoughts
Although the intervention process of the culminating DNP project has been completed,
the process of introducing the preceptor tax law to California’s legislation is still very much in its
infancy. To become active in health care policies associated with the nursing profession, I have
joined both the ANA and CANP organization and have enrolled to attend “RN At The Capitol"
on August 2019 to learn more about the legislative process and be an active member of the
organization (See Appendix J-M). I have also subscribed to the CANP local chapter meetings
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and plan on attending to learn more about the CANP’s current advocacy agendas and hopefully
gain buy-in for my own. This process has taught me that political advocacies can become very
time consuming and lengthy. Additionally, it requires much patience, resilience, and
perseverance to continue to push forth ideas. The most important lesson of this journey is to
speak up, be loud, rally others to join you—and to keep promoting ideas that you are passionate
about.
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Appendix A
Evidence Table

SEARCH WORDS “preceptor tax credit bill"

Source/Reference
The New York State Senate. (2018,
December 11). NY State Senate Bill
S4611B. Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bill
s/2017/S4611

Type of
evidence

Legislativ
e Bill

Population
Focus;
context

Preceptor tax
bill support

Relevant
/Trustwo
rthy

Important findings

Yes/Yes

New York SB S4611B passed Assembly and
Senate; currently in Senate Finance Committee –
Versions introduced for 2019-2020 Legislative
Session: S4033

University of Maryland School of
Medicine. (n.d.). Preceptor Tax Credit
Program. Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://www.medschool.umaryland.edu/
mahec/Preceptor-Tax-Credit-Program/

Preceptor tax
bill support

Yes/Yes

Maryland AHEC Program along with Senator
Addie Eckardt and Delegate Sheree Sample
Hughes championed the SB 411/HB 1474 during
the 2016 Legislative Session

Laff, M. (2016, June 14). Tax Incentives
Aim to Attract Primary Care Preceptors.
American Academy of Family
Physicians. Retrieved July 24, 2019,
from
https://www.aafp.org/news/educationprofessionaldevelopment/20160614preceptorcredits.h
tml

American
Academy of
Family
Physicians
News

Yes/Yes

Maryland, Colorado, Georgia now offer tax
breaks to physicians who serve as preceptors.

News
article
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The Denver Post. (2016). Rural &
Frontier Health Care Preceptor Tax
Credit - HB 16-1142. Retrieved July 24,
2019, from
https://extras.denverpost.com/app/billtracker/bills/2016a/hb_16-1142/
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News
article

Denver
Citizens

Yes/Yes

Bill tracker which listed Colorado House Bill HB
16-1142 was introduced January 2016 and last
acted May 10 2016 which passed in the Senate.

Dickens, J. (2019). National Policy
Overview Powerpoint: American
Association of Nurse Practitioners.
Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://nursing.ttuhsc.edu/npconference/2
019/files/Dickens/A National Nurse
Practitioner Overview.pdf

PowerPoint
Presentation

Nurse
Practitioners
Full Practice
Authority and
Legislation

Yes/No

Not Relevant as Preceptor Tax Credit not
mentioned

Evans, K. (2016). Preceptor Tax
Incentive Bill. Retrieved July 24, 2019,
from
https://georgiagapna.enpnetwork.com/nu
rse-practitioner-news/105921-preceptortax-incentive-bill

News
Announce
ment on
Georgia
Gerontolog Preceptor Tax
ical
Incentive Bill
Advanced Announcement
Practice
Nurses
Association
’s website

Yes/Yes

Attachments included: Talking points of
preceptor tax incentive program for Georgia, as
well as the HB 997 Bill

Yes/Yes

Annual Report and Highlights of MAHEC
program and centers which showed that 165
student rotations were facilitated in 2017-2018
for rural and underserved community settings

Maryland Area Health Education Center
(MAHEC). (2019). Retrieved July 24,
2019, from
https://www.medschool.umaryland.edu/
mahec/

Annual
Report
20172018

Maryland
AHEC
Program
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University of Hawaii at Manoa - School
of Nursing and Dental Hygiene. (2019).
2018-2019 State of the School. Retrieved
July 24, 2019, from
https://nursing.hawaii.edu/about/newslett
ers-reports/2018-2019-state-of-theschool/

School of
Nursing
and
Dental
Hygiene
Website

Hawaii
Students

Yes/No

Summarizes the school’s mission, vision and
student enrollment

Mercier, A. (2018, February 23).
Caroline-Dorchester HEZ Competent
Care Connection: Maryland Health
Enterprise Zones Site Visit. Retrieved
July 24, 2019, from
https://health.maryland.gov/healthenterpr
isezones/SiteAssets/Pages/publications/C
aroline-Dorchester HEZ Site Visit
Presentation.pdf

PowerPoint
Presentatio
n

Maryland
Health
Enterprise

Yes/Yes

Discusses provider accessibility and capacity in
Maryland

Advanced
Practice
RN
Network

United
Advanced
Practice
Registered
Nurses of
Georgia

Yes/No

Call to action to support APRN Bill HB 927 to
expand MD to APRN ratios

Bachtel, M. (2018). URGENT CALL TO
ACTION Today!!! Flood GA House Rep
with Calls to Vote "TO AGREE" to HB
927 Substitution. Retrieved July 24,
2019, from
https://uaprn.enpnetwork.com/nursepractitioner-news/171701-urgent-call-toaction-today-flood-ga-house-rep-withcalls-to-vote-to-agree-to-hb-927substitution
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Hawai'i Medical Education Council, &
University of Hawai‘i, John A. Burns
School of Medicine. (2018, January 22).
John A Burns School of Medicine
Meeting Announcement. Retrieved July
24, 2019, from
https://jabsom.hawaii.edu/aboutus/committees/hmec/2018-01-22/

Meeting
Minutes
and
Announce
ment from
Hawaii
Medical
Education
Council
January
22, 2018

LegisPeak. (2015, April 22). HB15-1238
Tax Credit Preceptors Health Profl
Shortage Areas. Retrieved July 24, 2019,
from
http://www.legispeak.com/bill/2015/hb1
5-1238
Walsh-Irwin, C. (2019, March 26).
General Membership & Legislative
Update. The Nurse Practitioner
Association New York State. Retrieved
July 24, 2019, from
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.thenpa.org/
resource/resmgr/region7/2019_speaker_h
andouts/colleen_walshirwin_npali_ap.pdf
LegiNation. (2019). ME - LD1256: An
Act To Provide A Health Care Preceptor
Tax Credit. Retrieved July 24, 2019,
from
https://www.billtrack50.com/BillDetail/1
101968
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John Burns
School of
Medicine

Yes/Yes

Colorado
General
Assembly
Tracking

Colorado
Citizens

Yes/Yes

HB15-1238 Tax bill postponed indefinitely in the
Senate

PowerPoi
nt
Presentati
on

Nurse
Practitioner
Association
New York
State

Yes/Yes

Discusses New York State 2019 Legislative
Priorities which included the Preceptor Tax
Credit for health care professionals who provide
community-based instructions to students.

Yes/Yes

Maine House Bill ME LD1256 currently passed
5/23/2019 in the Senate – now carried over in
Appropriations Table to any special or regular
sessions, or both, of the 129th Legislature
pursuant to Joint Order HP 1322

Bill
Tracker
50 States

Preceptor Tax
Credit Bill in
Maine

Discusses legislative initiatives that included the
preceptor tax bill that would provide $1,000 tax
credit to preceptors
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Hawai'i Medical Education Council, &
University of Hawai‘i, John A. Burns
School of Medicine. (2018, April 23).
John A Burns School of Medicine
Meeting Announcement. Retrieved July
24, 2019, from
https://jabsom.hawaii.edu/aboutus/committees/hmec/2018-04-23/

Meeting
Minutes
and
Announce
ment from
Hawaii
Medical
Education
Council
April 23,
2018

John Burns
School of
Medicine

Hawai'i State Center for Nursing. (2017,
November 14). Hawai'i State Center For
Nursing Advisory Board Meeting
Minutes. Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
http://www.hawaiicenterfornursing.org/w
p-content/uploads/2017/12/2017-Nov14-Meeting-Notes-FINAL.pdf

Meeting
minutes
from
Nursing
Advisory
Board

Hawai’i
Center for
Nursing

Burgess, S. (2019, February). Charleston
APRN Conference: APRN At the Table
or Menu... take your pick. Retrieved July
24, 2019, from
http://www.charlestonaprnconference.co
m/Charleston 2019/stephanie.pdf

PowerPoi
nt
Presentati
on at the
Charleston
APRN
Conferenc
e in South
Carolina

Advanced
Practice
Registered
Nurses
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Yes/Yes

Discusses that SB2298 preceptor tax credit bill
was modified from its original version and now
only includes physicians, APRNs and
pharmacists.

Discusses tax credit bill to help increase
preceptors across health care fields in the state –
does not state if they are in support or opposition

Yes/Yes

Discusses that the Preceptor Bill SB 314 has
passed the Senate Finance Committee
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Hawaii/Pacific Basin Area Health
Education Center. (2019). Hawaii/Pacific
Basin Area Health Education Center.
Website
Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
Hawaii/Pa
https://www.schoolandcollegelistings.co
cific Basin
m/US/Honolulu/107924345977396/Haw
Area
aii-Pacific-Basin-Area-HealthHealth
Education-Center
Center
http://www.findglocal.com/US/Honolulu
/107924345977396/Hawaii-PacificBasin-Area-Health-Education-Center

Students

South Carolina Nurses Association.
(2019, March 6). NP/CNM Day at the
Statehouse. Retrieved July 24, 2019,
from
https://www.scnurses.org/events/EventD
etails.aspx?id=1204649&group=
(DUPLICATE)

South
Carolina
Nurses
Associatio
n

South Carolina
Nurses
Association
Members

Harrell, R., Mercier, A., & Hughes, T.
(2016, November 3). CarolineDorchester HEZ Competent Care
Connections: Health Enterprise Zones
Summit. Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://health.maryland.gov/healthenterpr
isezones/Documents/Competent Care
Connections, Caroline-Dorchester HEZ
Presentation.pdf

Maryland
Healthcare
Enterprise
Zones
Summit
PowerPoi
nt
Presentati
on

Health
Enterprise
Report
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Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

Announces Preceptor Tax Credit Bill was signed
by the Senator and passed into law.

States support of S314 Preceptor Tax Credit bill
to lobby for on NP/CMN Day at the Statehouse
March 6, 2019

Maryland ESAHEC assisted with mini-residency
rotations, advocated to pass preceptor tax credit
bill, trained 50 CHWs to date
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Colorado Rural Health Center. (2019,
July 23). CRHC (@coruralhealth)
Twitter. Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://twitter.com/coruralhealth

Colorado
Rural
Health
Center
Official
Twitter
Page

Colorado
Populations

MUSC College of Nursing. (2019).
Medical University of South Carolina
College of Nursing. Retrieved July 24,
2019, from
https://www.schoolandcollegelistings.co
m/US/Charleston/218495264838673/MU
SC-College-of-Nursing

Medical
University
of South
Carolina
College of
Nursing

Nursing
Students;
Preceptor Tax
Bill

129th Legislature. (2019). Maine House
Bill LD 1256: An Act to Provide A
Health Care Preceptor Tax Credit.
Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://openstates.org/me/bills/129/LD12
56/

Legislativ
e Bill
Website

Preceptor Tax
Credit

Personal Resume of Shannon C. Scott
DO FACOFP in Arizona Phoenix –
Source omitted

Personal
Resume

Personal
Resume
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Yes/No

Provides updated information regarding
Colorado’s rural health areas, including
nomination for State Offices or Rural Health
Individuals

Yes/Yes

News regarding Dr. Debbie Bryant and Dr. Paual
Brooks representing MUSC at the 2019 NP/CNM
Day to discuss the Preceptor Tax Bill

Yes/Yes

Preceptor bill carried over to Special
Appropriations table to any special or regular
sessions, or both, of the 129th Legislature
pursuant to Joint Order HP 1322

No/No

Stated she was in the committee of legislative
affairs for Preceptor Tax Credit bill (2017) – will
use this to google Arizona’s legislation
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Colorado News HBC Business. (2016,
June 8). Rural Doctor Preceptor Tax
Credit Bill Signed. Retrieved July 24,
2019, from
http://colorado.hcbusinessnews.com/?p=
10458

Colorado
News
HBC

Colorado
Citizens

Georgia Statewide AHEC Network.
(2019). 10 Years - What Have We
Accomplished? AHEC Primary Care
Summit. Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://web1.augusta.edu/ahec/documents
/summit_mundy18.pdf

AHEC
Summit
Report

Preceptor Tax
Credit and
workforce
needs for
2020; Georgia

Krepp, Peggy (2018, April 13). General
Membership & Legislative Update. The
Nurse Practitioner Association New
York State. Retrieved July 24, 2019,
from
https://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.thenpa.or
g/resource/resmgr/region7/2018_Speaker
_Handouts/Margaret_Krepp_NPALI_20
18_Ge.pdf

General
Membershi
p&
Legislative
Update
Powerpoint

Nurse
Practitioner
Association
New York
State
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Yes/No

Offers $1,000 tax credit to any health care
professional who mentors students for a
minimum of 4 weeks each calendar
year. Effective dates: January 1, 2017 - January
1, 2020.

Yes/Yes

Preceptors in 2014 was 493 Registered preceptors
to 932 registered preceptors in 2017. 250
qualified received deductions versus 348
qualified received deductions.

Yes/Yes

New York Priorities: Preceptor Tax Credit Bill:
Establishes a clinical preceptorship personal
income tax credit preceptor who provide
community-based instruction to student
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Colorado Capitol Watch. (2016, March).
FINANCE Legislative Services
Calendar. Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://www.coloradocapitolwatch.com/c
alendar/all/2016/03/17/24329/
Snyder, L., Petkoff, A., & Abbott, P.
(2016). Government Affairs and Public
Policy Committee. Retrieved July 24,
2019, from
https://www.nursingald.com/articles/151
17-government-affairs-and-publicpolicy-committee
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Colorado
Watch
Bill
Calendar

Legislative
Members

Yes/Yes

Includes the HB16-1142 Rural & Frontier Health
Care Preceptor Tax Credit in the Mary 17th 2016
Finance Calendar

Governmen
t Affairs
and Public
Policy
Committee
Updates

Colorado
Nurse

Yes/Yes

Discusses that the preceptor tax bill in Colorado
is currently pending in 2016.

(n.d.). Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.georgianurs
es.org/resource/rss/news.rss
ACCESS DENIED

ACCESS
DENIED

ACCESS
DENIED

N/A

Facebook. (2019). Georgia Clinical
Nurse Specialist CNS @georgiacns.
Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://www.facebook.com/pg/georgiacn
s/posts/

Georgia’s
official
CNS
facebook
page

Georgia
Clinical Nurse
Specialists

Dwyer, M. (2017). Maryland’s Health
Enterprise Zones Initiative Upstream
Strategies to Address Social
Determinants of Health: Maryland
Department of Health & Mental
Hygiene. Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://www.mdruralhealth.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/10/K-MarylandsHealth-Enterprise-Zones.pdf

Maryland
Departme
nt of
Health &
Mental
Hygiene
Report

Health care
providers

No/No

Yes/No

ACCESS DENIED Source not reviewed

Consists of links and information regarding how
to become involved in Legislation

Discusses strategies to deal with the chronic
disease burden of Maryland
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Mills, M. (2016, March 15). Colorado
Rural Health Center: CEO Update
Springtime In Rural Health. Retrieved
July 24, 2019, from
https://coruralhealth.org/2016/03/ceoupdate-springtime-in-rural-health.html

CEO
Update on
Colorado
Rural
Health
Center ‘s
Website

Colorado
Rural Health
Members

Facebook @UAPRNGoldenIslesChapter.
(2019). Retrieved July 24, 2019, from
https://de-de.facebook.com/pg/UAPRNGolden-Isles-Chapter940512116079336/posts/

Official
Facebook
page of
UAPRN
Golden
Isles
Chapter

UAPRN
Members

Maryland Department of Health. (2017).
Income Tax Credit for Preceptors in
Areas with Health Care Workforce
Shortages. Retrieved August 1, 2019,
from
https://pophealth.health.maryland.gov/Pa
ges/taxcredit.aspx

State
Website

State of
Maryland
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Yes/No

No/No

Yes/yes

Discusses issues of family and childhood obesity,
role of medical assistants in diabetes, access to
healthcare and patient navigators as a resource.

Facebook was in a different language –
Evaluation of information not done

Discusses details of the preceptor tax credit in
Maryland to address healthcare shortage.

Primary Health-Care Shortage
American Association of Colleges of
Nursing (AACN), American Association
of Colleges of
Osteopathic Medicine (AACOM),
American Medical Colleges (AAMC), &
Physician Assistant Education
Association (PAEA). (2014). Recruiting
and Maintaining U.S. Clinical Training
Sites. Retrieved March 23, 2019, from

Joint
Report

State of
California

Yes/Yes

Discusses shortages across the different
disciplines and the difficulties of finding clinical
preceptor sites.
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https://members.aamc.org/eweb/upload/1
3-225 WC Report FINAL.pdf
California Healthcare Foundation.
(2019). Five Ways to Cure California's
Doctor Shortage.
Retrieved March 23, 2019, from
https://www.chcf.org/publication/curecalifornias-doctor-shortage/
CA Future health Workforce
Commission (2019). Meeting the
Demand for Health: Final Report
of the Future Health Workforce
Commission. Retrieved July 4, 2019,
from
https://futurehealthworkforce.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/MeetingDeman
dForHealthFinalReportCFHWC.pdf
Coffman, Geyn, & Himmerick. (2017).
California’s Primary Care Workforce:
Current Supply.
Retrieved March 23, 2019, from
https://healthforce.ucsf.edu/sites/healthfo
rce.ucsf.edu/files/publicationpdf/Executive Summary- CA primary
care.pdf
Hood, L., Miller, S., & Paolinelli, K.
(2019). Evaluation of a Nurse
Practitioner Pregraduate
Clinical Residency Model. The Journal
for Nurse Practitioners,15(1), E1-E8.
doi:10.1016/j.nurpra.2018.09.001

Publicatio
n

State of
California

Yes/Yes

Discusses statistics regarding California’s health
care shortages and different recommendations to
address the healthcare crisis.

Joint
Report

California
Healthcare
Workforce

Yes/Yes

Discusses statistics regarding California’s health
care shortages and different recommendations for
the future workforce.

Research
Report

Healthforce
Center at
UCSF

Yes/Yes

Journal
Article

Nursing

Yes/Yes

Discusses the growth of the four different
disciplines and the number of primary care
providers needed to service California/

Discusses clinical education and the need for
nurse practitioner programs to secure clinical
sites for students.
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National Health Service Corps. (2019).
NHSC Sites. Retrieved March 23, 2019,
from
https://nhsc.hrsa.gov/nhscsites/index.html

Governme
nt website

Nursing

Yes/Yes

Discusses the NHSC sites and approved areas that
qualify for the HRSA Scholarships and loan
repayment programs.

Office of Statewide Health Planning and
Development State of California. (2019).
Healthcare
Workforce. Retrieved March 23, 2019,
from https://geo.oshpd.ca.gov/

California
Governme
nt Website

Nursing and
Healthcare

Yes/Yes

Discusses OSHPD Facilities, Health Professional
Shorage areas in California.

Petterson, Stephen M; Cai, Angela;
Moore, Miranda; Bazemore, Andrew.
State-level projections
of primary care workforce, 2010-2030.
September 2013, Robert Graham Center,
Washington, D.C.

Robert
Graham
Center

Primary Care
Providers

Yes/Yes

Discusses the workforce needed to supply
California by 2030.

Spetz, Coffman, & Geyn. (2017, August
15). California's Primary Care
Workforce: Forecasted
Supply, Demand, and Pipeline of
Trainees, 2016-2030. Retrieved April 28,
2019, from
https://healthforce.ucsf.edu/publications/
californias-primary-care-workforceforecasted-supply-demand-and-pipelinetrainees-2016

Healthcare
Workforce

Primary Care
Providers,
California

Yes/Yes

Discusses the demand for additional healthcare
providers in California by 12-17% above the
current demand.

“Determining Website credibility.”
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Watanabe-Crockett, L. (2017).
Determining Website Credibility: A
Rubric for Modern Digital Citizenship.
Retrieved August 1, 2019, from
https://www.wabisabilearning.com/blog/r
ubric-website-credibility

Internet Users
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Yes/Yes

Discusses how to determine if a webpage is a
credible source on the internet.

Johns Hopkins Evidenced-Based Practice Tool
Dang, D., & Dearholt, S. (2017). Johns
Hopkins nursing evidence-based
practice: model and guidelines. 3rd ed.
Indianapolis, IN: Sigma Theta Tau
International

Johns
Hopkins
Tool Kit

Nursing

Yes/Yes

Provides tools for nursing to utilize for evidencebased practice projects and tips on how to
formulate a PICO question.

“Kurt Lewin’s Theory”
Internet
Morrison, M. (2014, July 7). Kurt Lewin
Website
change theory and three step model with
Organizational
Unfreeze-Changetoolsets
users and
Freeze. Retrieved April 2019
management
for
https://rapidbi.com/kurt-lewin-three-stepmanageme
change-theory/
tn theories

Yes/Yes

Discusses Kurt Lewin’s change theory.
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Appendix K
ANA RN At the Capitol Registration

